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Abstract.The schedule of resources and tasks in cloud computing have an important impact on the 
overall performance and operating of cloud computing. To solve theprone uneven load node when 
the cloudperformmassively parallel tasks, which led to the entire cloud computing system 
performance degradation and inefficient problem, this paper research on how genetic algorithm 
achieve load balancing in cloud computing on the basis of resource scheduling and genetic 
algorithm analysis cloud. 

Introduction 
Cloud computing isa new businessmodel, the calculated massdistribution of tasksinthe resource 

poolconsisting ofcomputer hardware, user-demand customized wayto enjoy theservicesprovided 
bycloudcomputing, such as computingpower, storagespaceand information services.Cloudof 
hugecommercial potential, is the biggest reasonitshighlytoutedby the industry. However, due tothe 
number of computerscloudcomputingplatformis very large, complex composition, configuration 
differencesgreaterresources to achievesuch a large scale, heterogeneous, non-centralized resource 
scheduling, it is difficult to achieve load balancing of resources. The likely causeuneven load 
efficiency and lower systemthroughput, as well as the daily operationofsystem instability, seriously 
affecting the quality of serviceof cloud computing. 

Cloud computing iscustomer-oriented, very frequentschedulingof resources, resourcejoin or 
leaveat any time, thusscheduling policyshould not only considerthe firstdispatch, but also consider 
there-deployment of resources after the failure, which requires scheduling algorithmhas a 
strongflexiblelineand adaptabilitywhile being able toquicklyrespondto user requests. Butbig 
dataloadbalancing schedulingisNP-complete problem [1], the general loadbalancing 
schedulingalgorithms can notsolved,heuristicsandoften onlyfor a particularproblem canbe satisfied 
with thesolution, once the externalconditions change,the solutionthequalitywillrapidlydecline, the 
performance is very unstable. How to achieveload balancingcloudcomputingresourcescheduling, it 
is being moreand more attention, and made a lotof newmethods and ideas, but so farthere is 
nogoodschedulingalgorithms tomeetcloudcomputingforloadbalancing andtimethe complexity of 
therequirements. 

Cloud Computing 
Cloud computing as distributed computinginone ofits most basic conceptis tocalculate 

varioustasks discretely distributedina large number ofcomputerresource poolconfiguration, makeall 
kinds ofapplicationscangetthe computing poweraccording to their actualneeds, as well as storage 
space different software services. Cloud computing isvirtualization,utility computing, IAAS 
(infrastructure as a service), PAAS (platform as a service), SAAS (software as a service) concepts 
such asevolution and commercialization achievemixedresults [8]. Virtualizationis the key 
technologyto achievecloudcomputingservices, any serviceon the cloud, virtualization 
technologythroughvirtualimplementation.IAAS, PAASandSAASmodelis the mainstreamofthe 
currentcloud services, theyfocus ondifferent applications, but they needsupport for 
virtualizationtechnology andcloudresourcesto solve theproblem ofload balancingscheduling. And 
finally throughSLA (Service Level Agreement) to agreed customer service haspromiseandQoS [2]. 
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The Overview of Load Balancing  
Load balancing in many professional fields have applications, load balancing computer is 

accompanied by the emergence of the people's demand for computing power and clustering 
technology generated, are cluster system performance, and with the development of technology and 
the development of the cluster [9]. Load balancing algorithm scheduling mechanism, it is possible 
to solve the load imbalance cluster environment issues, and promote the rational allocation of 
resources and improve service quality. 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Genetic algorithms are inspired by Darwin's theory of natural selection and the natural process of 

biological evolution and the analog design of a computational model. It does this by using 8 simple 
coding techniques to represent a variety of complex structure, and a set of encoding represents a 
simple natural selection and survival of the fittest genetic manipulation to guide the study and 
determine the direction of the search. Typically the algorithm will be represented as a population 
group of binary string, wherein each of the binary string of an individual. The individual is a 
solution corresponding to the problem, but the population is a solution set of problems. Starting 
from an initial population of genetic algorithm, using the fitness selection strategy to select 
individuals in the population-based, choose the operation, then use the crossover and mutation to 
produce the next generation population. Thus mimic the evolution of life, the evolution of the 
population down from generation to generation until the termination condition to meet the 
expectations of the algorithm [3]. 

Selection, crossover and mutation is a genetic algorithm basic operations. Crossover is also 
known as recombinant means combining parent's information to generate new individuals, usually 
by binary-coded crossover implementation. Mutation is a small probability event, through the 
implementation of certain rules for selecting individual variation operation, the offspring of the rich 
diversity and prevent local optimum algorithm in order to obtain higher quality individuals. 
Crossover and mutation operation generates new individuals will form a new population. 

There are two ways to use the genetic resources to implement load balancing algorithm to 
dispatch. One is based on the system because the task entry and exit frequently, recent generations 
of solution is often the assumption that the main areas in which the system load, genetic algorithm 
solution recently selected by generations of selection operation, the use of crossover and mutation 
operation generates a new difference of a larger solution. The new solution because of the recent no 
task transferred, and thus the load will be relatively low, so that the load is moved from the main 
load area of the system to other areas of the system load is low. Another solution is based on the 
utility, a good solution can be well-balanced system load, the utility of the solution will be higher, 
which is operating a selected probability of selection is also higher. And when a solution has been 
selected because often fail when it since the utility will reduce the probability of being selected as 
the utility Solutions decreases. 

The Resource Scheduling Scheme Design of Cloud Computing Resource Load Balancing 
Based on Genetic Algorithm  

Cloud computing environment task scheduling situation can be described as follows: The total 
number of resources is P, corresponding to the set R = {ri, ra, ..., rp}; total number of jobs submitted 
by the user is M, corresponding to the collection: HJi, h> ..., JM}; Let M jobs in total are divided 

into N tasks, corresponding to the set T = {T}, 12, ..., Tn}, the first job is divided mJ ( )Num mT J task, 
then the M corresponding to the total number of job tasks: 
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Cloud computing task scheduling environment is to solve the efficient execution of N 
interdependent parallel tasks on a limited P resource issues while to fully meet the user in task 
completion time, bandwidth, reliability, and cost, etc. expectations [4]. 

Coding.For task scheduling problem, many existing encoding, commonly used can be roughly 
divided into two categories: direct and indirect coding coding. In contrast, direct coding is simple, 
but carry less amount of information on the indirect encoding requires certain information to be 
encoded conversion, can carry more information, more targeted. In order to improve the algorithm 
search capabilities, taking into account the division of the job under a cloud environment, and 
constraints related to each other sequence, the paper preclude the use of scheduling mix coding 
method. That chromosome is divided into two parts, the left part of the substring represents 
resources assignments, called distribution substring; the right part of the substring represented 
scheduling order, called the scheduling sub-string. The length of each chromosome set, namely 2 
times the total number of tasks for the 2L. 

Generate initial population. This article preclude the generation of the initial population using a 
random manner. In the process of generating the initial population, it needs to detect program 
constraints and exclude invalid program. Check whether the program effective method: Let the set 
Sf as completed tasks set, followed by checking on each resource is currently ready to perform the 
task Ti, Ti does not exist if the task dependencies or all dependent tasks are present in the set Sf in, 
Description Task Ti can be implemented, the implementation of Ti and put it into the set Sf. Repeat 
the above process, if the end all tasks to be executed, the program is an effective program, otherwise 
it is invalid program. 

Fitness function. Fitness function used to determine the direction of the evolution of the genetic 
algorithm, used to assess the extent of the merits of each individual group. Select the fitness 
function is particularly important for the efficiency of genetic algorithms. In the cloud computing 
environment, task scheduling need to meet the diverse needs of users on the quality of service, 
while more traditional genetic algorithms to a single goal as the fitness function, does not apply to 
the task scheduler cloud computing environments. In the cloud computing environment, user 
satisfaction with the service quality of service QoS can be used to measure this standard. In this 
paper, the characteristics of cloud computing business model, select the job completion time, 
bandwidth, cost and reliability of these four objectives to quantify the degree of satisfaction of 
different users. 

Choose. Select the operation is intended to promote good individual chromosomes with a higher 
probability of genetic to the next generation. This article preclude the use of roulette wheel selection 
method, set the size of the population is S, for a fitness for the fi individual chromosomes, the 
choice of probability Qi 
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Cross. Crossover operator of genetic algorithm is an important operator can search for new 
solutions in a very wide space. For the assignment and scheduling substring article preclude the use 
of two different cross-ways: allocation and scheduling substring sub-stringfor distribution, we use 
single-point cross-cross pattern. For scheduling sub-string, the paper and preclude the use of a 
similar cross-section matching PMX (Partial Mapped Crossover) operator. 

Variation. Mutation in a certain extent, overcome the premature convergence of genetic 
algorithms can guarantee the diversity of the population of individuals. In this paper, allocation and 
scheduling substring sub-string with a different variation of ways: allocation and scheduling 
substring sub-string for distribution, the paper way preclude the use of random operations and that 
is randomly selected locus mutation, randomly selects it is likeallelic replacement. For scheduling 
sub-string, the paper preclude the variation method for setting an integer value d as a gene mutation 
digit randomly select a variation point, to point to the variation as a starting point and then d 
consecutive gene loci value way completely permutations using produce a new individual, for 
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breach of task variation generated between mutual restraint individual relationship, where it directly 
discarded. 

Algorithm steps. According to the basic process of genetic algorithm, can be obtained based on 
genetic algorithm QoS constraints, follow these steps [5]: 

Step 1: initial population. Generating random manner initial population P (0), calculate the 
fitness of each individual of the initial population, setting evolutionary iteration counter k = 0, P (k) 
represents the k-generation population, the P (0) as the parent populations. 

Step 2: Termination condition. When the evolutionary reaches a predetermined maximum 
evolution generation or discover individual state remains in a stable state algorithm terminates, the 
output search results; otherwise continue. 

Step 3: Select options. Roulette method using cross-operating on the population P (k)the 
selection operation and it has strong adaptability to elect individuals to form a new group, the next 
step. 

Step 4: Cross operation. Preclude the use of crossover from the group after the selection 
operation generated randomly selected two individuals crossover operation, generating two new 
individuals. 

Steps 5: mutation. Preclude the use of mutation method selected individuals mutation operation, 
will produce a new individual into compliance with the requirements of the population P (k + 1). 

Step 6; update evolutionary iteration counter k = k + l, go to Step 2. 

Conclusions 
Along with the progress of development of the Internet and technology, cloud computing has 

shifted from initial concept slowly approached our lives, have an impact on the way we live and 
work. But cloud computing does not look so nice, before it achieve full commercialization needs to 
solve many problems. Load balancing is a problem anycluster system will encounter, and cloud 
computing is no exception. And because of the special nature of cloud computing, it puts forward 
higher requirements for load balancing. From the characteristics of cloud computing, combining the 
characteristics and operation mechanism of genetic algorithm analysis, we found that the 
pheromone cloud computing model can play a great role in promoting genetic resource scheduling 
process fast balancing scheduling for cloud computing resources. Thus proposed load balancing 
slave group scheduling model based on genetic algorithm of cloud computing and various details of 
the algorithm are improved. 
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